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Q-What is Lumpia?

A-Lumpia is a Filipino eggroll that was originated in China but now   
popular in the Philippines and Guam. Inside it has…

● ground beef
● ground pork 
● chopped carrots
● chopped onions, and
● salt and pepper



Q-How is Lumpia made?  

Ingredients:ground beef and pork, egg roll wrapper, chopped onions 
and carrots, and salt and pepper. First,you mix everything except 
the wrapper. Then,put the wrapper on a flat surface and                         
put a teaspoon  of mix inside the wrapper. Fry.                           
Repeat all the other steps 10 times.(makes 10 Lumpia)

                                               

Most Filipino food is sweet so the 
way they make Lumpia sweet is 
that they use sweet and sour  
sauce. 



Is Lumpia a good or a service?

Lumpia is a good, because you can hold, touch, and eat it. Also, 
it is a want, because it’s more like a regular food than a need. 
But then again, there are vegetables which is a need.

FUN FACT!
Lumpia is as thick as your 
thumb, but as tall as your 

pinkie.



Glossary

-Good- (g-U-d)A good is something that you can hold or touch.

-Lumpıa-(loom-pee-ah)Lumpia is a eggroll that was originated 
in China but now popular in Philippines and Guam.

-need-something you use to survive.

-Service- A service is action someone does for others.

-want-something that you don’t really need.
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